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Millennials in the European Union
• Freedom of movement
• Enlarging EU territory
• Multifarious crises
• Middle-class anxieties, mobility as a norm
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Methods and Data
• Multi-sited ethnography
• Longitudinal study in Singapore and Tokyo, 2014-2018
• Semi-structured interviews and follow-ups

• Profile of the group
• 70 young EU citizens (~age 25-35),
various nationalities, mostly white
• Tertiary educated, local contracts,
limited work experience
• Migration channels: self-financed,
local hires, “middling migrants”
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Mobility as an Orientation and a Life Narrative
• Migration to Asia as
• a means for self-differentiation
• as a practice of middle-class reproduction
• seizing upward mobility by outward mobility

• Attachments to people rather than places but global city features
• Mobility as a pervasive element of life, not only a “rite of passage”
• Onwards mobility as a constant option, multiple belongings
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Objective of the study: Focus on the stayers

How do features of emerging superdiversity affect practices of
staying and (im)mobility?

Þ Life course perspective
Þ Processes of differentiated embedding
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Embeddedness
• Embeddedness in migration studies: “finding their own position in
society […] “belonging to and participating in that society”
(Davids and van Houte, 2008: 174)
• notion of the process of embedding
• attachment and belonging as outcome of “interconnected
temporal, spatial and relational processes” (Ryan 2017:235)
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The European Migrants in Tokyo
• 38 Interviewees, men/women (19/19), 14 left Japan for good
• Arrival as students, interns, or tourists, average work experience ~ 5
years
• Skilled visa, intermediate to business level proficiency in Japanese
• Employees of Japanese or foreign firms, various industries, frequent
turnover
• Single or married to foreign nationals, married to Japanese (9), children
(6)
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Spatiality
• Choice of place of residence: neighborhood rather than apartment,
commute, affordability, vibe
• Ease of mobility in Tokyo’s urban infrastructure
• Impact of rush hour, long working hours and distance on socializing
Þ Confidence in and joy of navigating the city
Þ Changing over time and upon maturing
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Intersecting spatial and temporal dynamics

In the beginning I was always wondering when
to go back. Now I know I am here for a while
so I am kind of settling down more also. In the
beginning I wouldn’t buy anything because I
didn’t know if I could bring it back home. Now
I am like “wow, cool, I can buy it.” My real life
is here in the country, memory of friends from
home getting far.
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Madeleine, 30, French, married to a Korean national, in Tokyo since 2014

Temporality
• Formal embedding in labour market facilitated by networks and
degrees in/from Japan
• Embedding in workplace relationships rare, frequent turnovers
• Networks decreasing with age, emotional anchors (GrzymalaKazlowska 2017) developing with Tokyo’s superdiversification
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Intersecting spatial, temporal and relational dynamics
In my division, there was this Japanese male, [aged] around 45.
Everyone else in the team, 4-5 people, excluding me, were Japanese
women. I guess it was a little bit of the way he interacted with them as
the boss- I felt it was a bit weird. There were nomikai [afterwork
socializing over drinks] at least once a week. I refused many. They
wanted strong bonds but I think you should still be free [to decide]
whether you want [to go] or not. I’ve been advised several times to
join to make things work better. …
About half or even more of my friends currently live abroad. Those
staying in France, it definitely doesn’t make sense to go back from what
I see. […] I have a super-mixed network here, half-half Japanese
and foreigners. I know very few French people here. There are many
friends from university in Japan. Then their friends and foreign friends
when we go to international parties, or sports, futsal - Or my
girlfriend’s friends who are Japanese, but also foreigners.

Andre, 27, French, in Tokyo since 2013, third employer in 4 years
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Linking practices of embedding:
Differentiated embeddedness (Ryan 2017)
• Workplace and social relations: differentiated embedding
• Decreasing in their affiliations to home, multiple social networks
• Gradual embedding into different subgroups of society, each with its
own spatial and temporal dynamics e.g. host family, university friends,
mentors and colleagues; international group of cosmopolitan young
professionals, own national or ethnic group (varies by case)
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Relational embedding
“It was a matter of possibilities and needs.
Leaving Japan at that moment would have meant in a
certain way throwing away a lot of work I had done.
[…] Plus I like being in Japan- Not in Japan, in
Tokyo. That’s a big difference for many reasons.
And I said “Why not?” There wasn’t a real reason to
[return] more than the fact that I miss my family.”
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Vincenzo, 37, Italian, working in Tokyo since 2015

Temporality, spatiality, and the life course
• The role of timing, institutional embeddedness, marital status and age
• Embedding at the workplace limited, repeated turnovers
• Japanese and third country spouses facilitate social embedding

Ø Spouse, family, house (temporal)
Ø Quality of life in the global city (spatial, relational, temporal)
Ø Lack of jobs at home, mobility of others, language (relational)
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Staying and leaving in superdiverse Tokyo
• Tokyo’s dynamics of diversification entail differentiated embedding
• ‘Becoming local’ as opposed to becoming Japanese or settling (Buhr 2018)
• Stays in Tokyo extended indefinitely
Þ temporariness as an alternative pathway for ‘settlement’
(Latham et al. 2014)
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Conclusion
• Reject binary concepts ‘integration/settlement’ vs ‘marginalization/remigration’
• Time, life stage and life course affect processual and relative practices
of (dis)embedding
• (Im)mobility informed by intersections of spatial, temporal and relational
aspects
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